
Setting the Compass Main Display for XC Flights

The pilot can customize as many display as he wants to have his own personal Compass XC-
instrument. here you find some ideas about how to organize your display.

PART 1: ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS

Of course, first of all, I need the basic important functions. I think that some data are mandatory:
ALTITUDE, VERTICAL SPEED (vario digital), GPS SPEED and GLIDE RATIO. All these data must 
be very visible and clear in the display. I think it is necessary to have the compass for orientation 
(especially with clouds) and to understand perfectly the orientation of the map (and for any 
waypoint too if I want to navigate).
The TIME is important too, but a watch can be used instead of putting it inside the display. I prefer 
to use the GPS watch (that is quite mandatory in competitions) in the main instrument because I do 
not want to be distracted in searching the time somewhere else.

PART 2: NAVIGATION 

2.1 NAVIGATION USING THE “GO-TO” FUNCTION
Before flying, especially I I do not well know the flying site, I need to have some reference points. I 
usually study the maps and flights and plan different scenarios. At the end of this work I make a 
waypoint file, not composed of so many waypoints, but the ones I think are strategic.
In my C-Piot’s map I will see and use these waypoints. I remember that with any Compass 
instrument you can start a GOTO to a waypoint simply by touching it in the map (no need to enter 
in the menu).
As consequence I use some data fields to help my navigation and I add them in my XC custom 
display: the DISTANCE TO THE WAYPOINT and the ARRIVAL ALTITUDE AT THE WAYPOINT 
(or ,alternatively, the ARRIVAL HEIGH OVER THE WAYPOINT ) are the essential data needed.
I color these data field in blue because when I’ll be concentrated in air, knowing in advance that all 
data fields to a waypoint in the display are blue, I will find fast the information needed.



2.2: GLIDE OVER TERRAIN

The G.O.T. is very helpful in flight. By a quick look at the instrument’s map I will see where my glide 
will end at terrain and, most of all, the altitude I will arrive at terrain. As consequence, before 
starting a transition, for example before or during crossing a valley, I will see and know in real time 
the altitude I will arrive to the other side at the exact point I’m directed too. 
It is very useful to use the G.O.T. to know if I will successfully cross a “no landing” area (example a 
big forest) or to know if I will successfully reach a landing field. 
The GOT function is very helpful because it let me take very good decisions, by starting from an 
accurate knowledge basis.
This is why i add 2 more data fiels: ALTITUDE AT END OF GLIDE and DISTANCE AT END OF 
GLIDE



PART 3) XC ASSISTANT FUNCTION (TRIANGLE)

At this point my display is quite complete, but I have the possibility to add more important 
informations to take very strategic decisions, especially if I want to complete a flat o fai triangle.
These minimum informations I put are: TRIANGLE MINIMUM DISTANCE, AVERAGE SPEED, 
TRIANGLE DISTANCE FLOWN, DISTANCE FROM TAKE OFF (to learn how to interprete these 
data fields see Triangle Guide User Manual). I use these feels in red color to distinguish them from 
other data fields
Note: remember that if you are in AUTOGOTO function in the triangle navigation the data fields 
ALT at NEXT and WAYPOINT DISTANCE automatically are to be read as Distance to the sector 
and arrival altitude to the sector.

PART 4) ENVIRONMENTAL DATA
While flying it is absolutely useful to know, almost, the wind direction and the wind speed.
I add these data fields too.



PART 5) ADDITIONAL DATA

I may use many additional data. Among the others I prefer to add the FLIGHT TIME and the 
WAYPOINT NAME or WAYPOINT DESCRIPTION



Well, now I have a complete display, but I have many possibilities to put more data fields.
At this point I will start to customize my thermal display … (see a next publication)


